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Abstract—This paper is motivated by the concept that the 

successful, effective, and sustainable implementation of the Smart 

City paradigm requires a close cooperation among researchers 

with different, complementary interests and, in most cases, a 

multi-disciplinary approach. It first briefly discusses how such a 

multidisciplinary methodology, transversal to various disciplines 

such as Architecture, Computer Science, Civil engineering, 

Electrical, Electronic and Telecommunication engineering, Social 

science and Behavioral science, etc., can be successfully employed 

for the development of suitable modeling tools and real solutions 

of such socio-technical systems. Then, the paper presents some 

pilot projects accomplished by the authors within the framework 

of some major EU and national research programs, also involving 

the Bologna municipality and some of the key players of the Smart 

City industry. Each project, characterized by different and 

complementary approaches/modeling tools, is illustrated along 

with the relevant contextualization and the advancements with 

respect of the state of the art. 

 
Index Terms— Agent Based Simulation, Citizen Participation, 

Crowdsensing, Decision Support Systems, E-mobility, 

Environmental Actions, Historic buildings, Information and 

communications, Integrated Design Approach, Intelligent 

transportation system, Mobile Communications, Real-time Data 

Analysis, Smart City, Smart Grid, Smart Lighting, Smart 

Navigation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE Smart City paradigm has recently emerged as a 

revolutionary approach to tackle the challenges posed by 

modern urban areas [1-3]. Rapid urbanization, buildings aging, 
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vehicular traffic, energy provision, personal safety and data 

security are, amongst others, some of the issues that place 

serious strains on citizens’ quality of life and health1 as well as 

on the economic and environmental sustainability of human 

activities. The topic is certainly of importance as the population 

living in urban areas is expected to double by 2050 [4]. 

By leveraging on information and communication 

technologies (ICTs), Smart Cities promise to make more 

efficient the use of physical infrastructure and resources, to 

learn and adapt to changing circumstances more effectively, 

and to engage effectively with citizens in local governance.  

However, such ambitious goals can be achieved only thanks 

to advanced data management, security, and enabling 

technologies [5], through a multi-disciplinary and multi-

stakeholder approach, and by a close cooperation among 

researchers with different, complementary interests and 

innovation attitude. These last two aspects represent the main 

focus of this paper. Indeed, increasing the smartness of a city 

involves heterogeneous infrastructures, concerning 

telecommunications, roads, power grids, as well as residential 

and public buildings (e.g., [6,7]). A comprehensive and holistic 

perspective is needed so to envision different components of the 

urban systems as a unitary living body in which ICTs play the 

role of connective tissue between citizens, facilities, physical 

infrastructures and governance [8].  

The expected reward of such a process is an inclusive 

environment where, thanks to innovative technical solutions, 

citizens experience healthier, safer and more efficient 
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conditions, in terms of energy and water saving. Turning such 

a vision into reality requires competences related to multiple 

disciplines: here we shall make particular reference to 

Computer Science, Civil-Architectural engineering, Electrical, 

and ICT engineering, although we are aware that Smart Cities 

is a multidisciplinary subject that cannot be dealt with 

exhaustively in an engineering journal. 

As observed in [1], “there is no single generally acceptable 

definition for a Smart City, but several efforts are emerging to 

try and capture the multidimensional and multidisciplinary 

nature of what a Smart City represents”. In view of the above, 

instead of providing a further general definition of Smart City, 

which is beyond the scopes of this paper, we feel it worthier to 

concretely support the concept of its multidisciplinary nature by 

making reference to some major research projects we have 

carried out. The projects dealt with will be grouped in three 

main areas, namely i) Integrated infrastructures and processes, 

ii) Sustainable urban mobility and iii) Sustainable districts and 

urban environments.  

Although a commonly accepted model of Smart City is not 

yet available, we thought it appropriate to introduce a functional 

diagram of the Planning and Operation of Smart City processes 

to which all implementations/projects/modeling tools proposed 

in the paper can make reference. To accomplish that, we need 

to make reference first to a specific Smart City paradigm 

concerning the Engineering/Computer Science area: this is 

shown in Fig. 1. In it, the interaction of different types of data 

and the three pillars the Smart City concept relies on (namely 

infrastructures, processes and people), represents the basis for 

providing services to several application domains (e.g. ICT 

Systems, e-Policy, Cyber security, etc.). 

 
Fig. 1. Reference Smart City paradigm concerning the Engineering/Computer 

Science area: interaction between data and infrastructures, processes and people 

is depicted. 

 

Then, for each of the above mentioned application domains 

reported in Fig.1, namely ICT systems, e-Policy, Cyber 

security, Transportation, Districts, etc., one can apply mutatis 

mutandis the Smart City functional planning and operation 

scheme shown in Fig. 2, or part of it. The active, fundamental, 

roles of users – citizens – is highlighted by means of a dedicated 

block. There is also a strong coupling among different 

application domains, which stresses the need of 

multidisciplinary tools. Think for instance at the transport 

infrastructure and the electric power grid: the relevant planning 

and operation phases need to be conceived and managed 

consequently in a scenario of high penetration of e-mobility.  

 
Fig. 2. Functional diagram of the Planning and Operation of Smart City 

processes as a function of citizens (users) active participation. The roles of the 

Simulation, Analysis and Control phases with relevant enablers (Modeling and 

Technologies) are embodied. 

 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II the 

fundamental role of ICT systems within Smart Cities will be 

illustrated. Section III is devoted to the description of the above 

mentioned research projects carried out by the authors 

concerning the area of Integrated infrastructures and processes. 

Section IV concerns the area of Sustainable urban mobility, 

while Section V concerns the area of Sustainable districts and 

urban environments. Sections III, IV and V all serve at both 

showing the essential role of multidisciplinary/multi partners 

approach and at illustrating how different application domains 

can be properly instantiated within the functional scheme of 

Fig. 2. Conclusive remarks will be given in Section VI.  

II. THE ROLE OF ICT SYSTEMS 

As mentioned in the Introduction, for the 

development/implementation of the Smart City paradigm, the 

role of ICT is believed so crucial, that we felt it appropriate to 

devote a separate Section to the role of ICT systems.  

 As it will be shown in the following sections, it is possible 

to realize that a Smart City environment is characterized by the 

interconnectivity of several entities: it is indeed only through the 

interconnection of a multitude of devices, having diversified 

characteristics in terms of data generation, data processing or 

data relaying, that it is possible to evolve from a fragmented 

scenario of multiple disconnected clusters of devices to a 

uniform integrated environment where the different devices are 

collaborating. As suggested by Batty [3], to understand cities, 

we must view them not simply as places in space, but as systems 

of networks and flows. Thus, we can consider the ICT 

infrastructure as a framework that represents the technological 

nervous system allowing the networks and flows of the city to 

afford a better urban way of life. 

By analyzing the technology systems underlying a Smart 

City framework, it is possible to identify three principal types of 

devices having different roles [9]: 

− the sensors, able to acquire different types of data regarding 

the users and the environment, transmitting a large amount 

of information (possibly at low data rate) by means of the 

ICT infrastructure; 

− the nodes that compose the distributed ICT infrastructure, 

where neighboring devices can collaborate through resource 

sharing, becoming an integral part of the network; 
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− the outputs, composed by the final users, which become 

aware of results and are consequently able to make decisions, 

or become actuators without the need for human 

intervention. 

On the other hand, an ICT infrastructure can be seen as built 

by three main components that should be used by the different 

devices: 

− the communication component, which embraces all the 

communication functions by assuming to have multiple 

heterogeneous networks interacting among them; 

− the processing component, which allows to optimize the 

processing load among the different entities located at the 

core or at the edge, by exploiting centralized and distributed 

cloud infrastructures and by considering also their 

processing capabilities; 

− the storage component that is used for both big data and 

processing code storage, and that can be placed in a 

distributed or centralized framework, at either the core or the 

edge of the network. 

III. INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURES AND PROCESSES: 

RESEARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA  

A. Joint Computing and Communication Management for 

Smart Cities Applications  

The envisioned Smart City environment is characterized by 

the presence of a pervasive double-layer ICT infrastructure: a 

communication layer and a computing layer that should 

mutually interact in order to enable Smart City services, by 

leveraging on the three communication, processing and storage 

components. 

At the same time, each application to be considered in a 

Smart City environment can be characterized through relevant 

requirements that should be satisfied to leverage the ICT 

infrastructure. Among others, the most important seem to be: 

− Latency: the amount of time required by a certain application 

between an event occurrence and the event being acquired 

by the system 

− Energy consumption: the amount of energy consumed for 

performing a certain application, with attention to the tasks 

to be performed on the mobile devices 

− Throughput: the amount of data transfer required in a certain 

time interval by a specific application to be reliably executed 

in the Smart City environment 

− Computing: the amount of computing operations requested 

by a certain application 

− Exchanged data: the amount of input, output, and code 

information to be transferred by means of the wireless 

network  

− Storage: the amount of storage space required for storing the 

sensed data and/or the processing application 

− Users: the number of cooperating users needed to achieve 

reliable service 

Despite all this heterogeneity, it is still possible to define a 

unified framework where the various resources and 

requirements are mutually interacting [9]; the overall 

performance of such a framework can be modeled as a cost 

function whose optimization can be achieved by resorting to 

proper algorithms. Such cost function, that can be seen as the 

network overall Quality of Service (QoS), is modeled in order 

to, on one side, take into account the requirements introduced by 

each application and, on the other side, leverage on the three 

components previously introduced whose management and 

optimization allows to respect the requirements. This approach 

is particularly important in the planning phase, following the 

methodology defined in the Section I. 

Such an approach is particularly challenging in the 

envisioned Smart City scenario, represented in Fig. 3, where the 

processing effort could be implemented either in a centralized 

way by resorting the cloud approach or a distributed way by 

resorting to the recently introduced Mobile Edge Computing 

[10,11], Cloudlet [12,13] and Fog Computing [14,15] schemes. 

Both approaches have also a big impact on the underlying 

communication layer since the amount of data to be transported 

in both data and control plane are greatly affected. This means 

that a tight integration of computing and communications layers 

allows to tradeoff between them, introducing the necessity of 

algorithms able to optimize the processing loads by taking into 

account a centralized and high performance computing solution 

along with a distributed low performance solution and, on the 

other side, the impact on the required data rate in the 

backhauling. 

The previously introduced approach based on the definition 

of a suitable QoS function allows to fit the specific application 

to a given scenario in order to optimize the allocation of the 

resources to the different processing and communication 

entities.  

 
Fig. 3. ICT infrastructure and its interaction with some of the core components 

of a Smart City – Waste management; Smart Grid; E-mobility; Security; E-

health, Waste management; Building and Urbanization and Tourism – through 

Cloud and Fog infrastructures.  

 

This leads to the definition of several methodologies and 

techniques that allow to implement a suitable operational phase 

by following the methodology defined in the Section I. 

As an example, in the literature several approaches have 

been proposed based on multiobjective optimization, Multiple 

Integer Linear Programming, metaheuristics solutions, etc. [16-

19]. Among other approaches, in [16] a metaheuristic solution 

based on randomized algorithms, aiming at selecting the best 

access point to be used in a heterogeneous network environment 

in order to cope with a target QoS, is proposed. The effectiveness 

of the solution has been proven through numerical optimization, 

by comparing the optimal solution with the proposal and 

showing that in return for a limited performance degradation the 

proposed solution can be achieved in a short amount of time, 

leading to the possibility of realizing real-time implementations, 

which are crucial for practical adoption. 
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Alongside the optimization of the resources for respecting 

the application requirements, recently a parallel approach has 

been envisaged that considers the ICT infrastructure itself as an 

application to be optimized, and not only the comprehensive 

cluster of resources that allows the applications to be performed. 

This has extended the focus towards the inclusion of the control 

plane alongside the data plane as a target to be considered. To 

this aim the Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) [17] 

concept has been introduced as a framework to consider how the 

different functions of a Radio Access Network (RAN) could be 

shared among different processing entities in order to help to 

respect the different QoS requirements of each application type. 

The most recent advance within this framework is toward 

what is often referred as Fog Computing and Networking [18], 

whose aim is that of creating a distributed computing 

infrastructure at the edge of the network in order to decrease the 

latency towards the centralized cloud infrastructure. While 

similar approaches have been considered, as the cloudlet or the 

mobile edge computing, the fog computing and networking 

solution seems the one having the most advantages. The 

foreseen fog computing and networking infrastructure should 

work in a transparent way for the users’ applications and allow 

to automatically select the target device to be used for data 

processing. By exploiting the most recent advances in the 

networking area (e.g. Software Defined Networking (SDN), 

Network Function Virtualization (NFV)) it should be possible to 

select in a flexible way the nodes implementing fog 

functionalities to perform the wanted tasks. In such a way, the 

Fog infrastructure can be seen as an extension of the cloud 

infrastructure towards the edge in a hierarchical way for 

implementing a flexible approach. Similarly, the fog computing 

infrastructure is foreseen to be used not only for optimizing the 

data plane but also the control plane by introducing the concept 

of Fog-RAN (F-RAN) [19], where fog devices are able by 

themselves to manage the control plane of the RAN for 

respecting the users’ requirements [20] (see Fig. 3). 

As a matter of fact, in the PRIN 2015 Gaucho project2 the 

goal is that of studying and assessing the possibility of 

implementing a Fog Communication and Networking 

infrastructure; in that project the focus was mainly to the energy 

saving objective where two main scenarios have been 

considered, both related to the Smart City environment: an 

emergency scenario where multiple nodes are deployed in the 

environment with the goal of having a fast and low latency 

response, and a Vehicular scenario where multiple vehicles 

should interact among them. 

B. Sustainable Policies  

Governing Smart Cities implies understanding, controlling 

and managing a tightly coupled set of complex socio-technical 

systems. Urban traffic, energy, water and waste management, 

communication networks, health services are only few 

examples of such socio-technical systems, involving 

interactions between complex infrastructures, man-made 

processes, natural phenomena, multiple stakeholders, and 

human behavior. On top of this complexity, we have access to 

 
2 Green Adaptive Fog Computing and Networking Architecture, Research 

Project Financed by the Italian Minister of Education, University and Research 
(MIUR).  

data sets of unprecedented scale and accuracy about these 

systems.  

In this context, policy makers are called to perform a deep 

analysis of these systems, of available data sets, to define, 

assess and compare alternative scenarios of policy plans and 

instruments from an environmental, social and economic 

perspective. Referring to Fig. 2 we are here discussing about the 

Planning component where monitoring is performed by 

analyzing data and is aimed at providing policy planning targets 

that are achieved by strategic plans created, compared and 

assessed through analysis and simulation tools.  

To support policy makers in their decision process [21,22], a 

tight integration of data analytics techniques is needed: 

descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics tools are 

aimed at extracting models describing the system from data, at 

predicting its future dynamics and at selecting optimal 

scenarios in terms of policy options and instruments.  

The ePolicy project [23], funded by the EU and involving 

Universities, research centers, Small and Medium Enterprises 

(SMEs) and the Emilia Romagna Region as public body, has 

been aimed at providing policy makers with decision support 

systems covering the whole ex-ante policy making life cycle in 

the energy sector: 

1) the planning step where strategic objectives are set in line 

with EU and national guidelines; 

2) the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) stage 

where environmental indicators are considered to understand 

the impacts of the devised plan; 

3) the implementation phase where policy instruments are 

defined to meet the strategic objectives in the policy agenda; 

4) the citizen and stakeholder participatory process. 

Multi-criteria optimization techniques [24] cover the first 

two stages, devising mathematical models that describe the 

system in terms of decisions to be taken, financial, 

environmental and budget constraints, objective functions and 

metrics to optimize multiple, possibly contrasting, criteria. The 

output of the planning step is a set of alternative policy planning 

scenarios along with their impact on economic and social 

aspects. Environmental indicators are inserted in the model to 

enable the SEA process so as to identify significant impacts of 

the planning decisions. This would allow the Emilia Romagna 

Region to more efficiently implement its circular economy 

strategy also at the level of its major cities. To craft these 

models we benefit from machine learning techniques that 

enable the data-driven construction of optimization model 

components, through Empirical Model Learning [25]. Data 

have been provided by the Emilia Romagna Region and the 

Environmental Protection agency. The output of the SEA 

process provides a policy maker with a clear view on the 

environmental effects expected by the alternative planning 

scenarios proposed in the first step.  

Supporting the implementation phase [26,27] is probably the 

most challenging step. We have to use techniques for 

simulating social interactions and behavior. Agent-based 
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modeling and simulation is probably the most promising 

technique for mimicking complex systems that cannot be 

described by closed formulas, namely equations representing 

the system dynamics. The tuning and validation process are 

crucial to produce realistic emerging behaviors. In ePolicy, 

agent-based modeling and simulation has been used to forecast 

the impact of energy implementation policy instruments to 

support the adoption of renewable energy sources. These 

instruments cover investment grants, financial and rotation 

funds, feed in tariffs and tax exemption. For this domain, not 

only financial aspects should be taken into account to mimic the 

dynamics of the energy market, but also social aspects related 

to imitation, trust in government, perceived bureaucracy that 

heavily affect the human behavior. The social simulator 

designed and implemented in ePolicy from the University of 

Bologna and the University of Surrey, has very closely 

followed the real trend of renewable energy sources (RES) 

cumulative adoption in the Emilia Romagna region both on the 

training set (years 2007-2013) and on the test set (years 2014-

2016) as depicted in Fig 4. 

Finally, ICT could also support citizen participation to craft 

public policies, by providing policy makers with opinion 

mining tools [28] that automatically extract from blogs and 

forum statements, argument, opinions on a specific policy topic.  

In all cases decision support systems, properly fed by machine 

learning on available data and simulation techniques enable 

informed and transparent decision making for governing Smart 

Cities. 

 
Fig. 4. Observed and simulated cumulative RES adoption in Emilia Romagna 

(adapted from [26]). 

 

C. Citizens Active Participation Through Mobile Crowd 

Sensing  

 The large availability of smart devices with significant 

computing and sensing capabilities, combined with the 

capillary readiness of communication infrastructures has 

boosted the diffusion of platforms for Mobile Crowd Sensing 

(MCS). For instance, the recently released iPhone X hosts a 

high definition camera and can accomplish facial recognition 

aboard; smartphones, apart being a sensing platform 

themselves, are also able to interact with Internet of Things 

(IoT) objects in their surroundings. 

MCS is a citizen-centric support that allows people to 

actively contribute in the Smart City management loop, 

volunteering for the execution of given monitoring and sensing 

activities (called tasks in the following). In particular, MCS is a 

paradigm and an ICT-enabled integrated infrastructure solution 

(see Fig. 1) for distributed gathering of heterogeneous sensing 

data from pocket devices used by citizens (i.e., crowdsourced 

sensor data); it fits within the Monitoring block in the Bologna 

Smart City management loop shown in Fig. 2. MCS enables the 

accurate tracing of world-related information and (physical) 

activities of people, by taking advantage of their willingness to 

cooperate towards a continuous data harvesting process. Such a 

function is feasible and highly effective in Smart Cities areas 

where people density is high and potential participants bring 

almost constantly with them their smartphones [29]. There are 

already several MCS systems and some good surveys about 

MCS systems available (e.g., [30]).  

There are several research efforts addressing the different 

MCS facets separately; in the following, without any pretense 

of being exhaustive we report some examples. Vita is a system 

that stresses the relevance of providing crowdsensing as a 

service integrated with usual software services and supports 

sensing task assignment based on user profiles (see [31] for 

further details). As an open issue, Vita completely lacks support 

for advanced assignment policies for those tasks that are 

geolocalized, e.g., based on user movement history. Matador is 

a crowdsensing software that focuses on context-awareness to 

optimize impromptu task assignment while minimizing battery 

consumption [32]. However, Matador does not support 

proactive approaches able to leverage past mobility history to 

tailor effectively future task assignments. Medusa is a 

framework that proposes domain-specific programming 

language and algorithms to provide high-level abstraction to 

define MCS tasks [33]. At the same time, Medusa lacks task 

assignment support of geolocalized tasks and, similarly to 

Matador and Vita, it also lacks support for signal processing and 

machine learning to automatically perform high-level 

inferences concerning user activities. All above systems have 

been tested on a small user base and for a short duration. 

The Mobile Middleware group of the Computer Science and 

Engineering department of the University of Bologna has 

realized a very significant MCS platform and long-running 

experiment, called ParticipAct, funded by the Emilia Romagna 

POR-FESR 2007-2013 regional funds, inside the research 

activity of the CIRI ICT Technopole of Bologna. ParticipAct, 

with a wide international breadth, allowed to experiment the 

full MCS monitoring potential in cooperation with and over the 

Smart City of Bologna. To accomplish that it has implemented 

by contracting a telco operator to provide more than 200 

university students for more than two years with a Samsung 

Galaxy S3 Mini and a flat data connection (as initial incentives 

to voluntary participation) 

Our MCS solution, ParticipAct, is a seminal and original 

effort that makes a significant step forward, in that it proposes 

a holistic solution to all aforementioned problems by tackling 

the whole stack of technical and social problems related to 

crowdsensing. Along that direction, ParticipAct introduces 

M erging observed and self-reported behaviour in agent -based simulat ion 17

F ig. 2 M odel Calibrat ion Result s - Yearly Installed PV Power

R2 = 0.999, M AE = 0.006 and RM SE = 0.009. I f we limit the analysis to the

test set the results are very promising as well with R2 = 0.9729.

F ig. 3 M odel Calibrat ion Result s - Normalized Cumulat ive Installed PV Power
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significant advancements to the state of the art. First, it answers 

the need by community/Smart City managers to enable the 

monitoring of areas still not covered by fixed monitoring 

infrastructures (noise pollution sensors, surveillance cameras, 

etc.). Second, citizens not only execute passive sensing actions 

running in background over their phones, but can also actively 

participate through their actions that may eventually impact and 

modify the physical world (citizens as monitors, but also 

actuators in the Smart City). The resulting scenario is novel and 

original, because users are not only consumers of information, 

but also producers, called sometimes prosumers; that role 

enables new forms of participation and e-citizenship. Third, the 

ParticipAct dataset is the first-of-its-type for the high number 

of users involved (more than 200) and for duration (more than 

two years); that required also to acquire the consent of the 

Italian responsible for personal data protection (Garante per la 

Protezione dei Dati) and then individual consents for the 

gathering of individual personal data. 

Although the ParticipAct target is Smart City monitoring, the 

ParticipAct MCS process reference model, shown in Fig. 5, 

covers itself all the main blocks of the general Smart City 

management loop presented in Fig. 2. The ParticipAct loop 

starts when city managers have a new sensing need to collect 

data over a Smart City area not covered by any fixed sensing 

infrastructure. Then, in order to ease task scheduling to 

volunteers, ParticipAct uses all available historical data in the 

profile of user behavior within the system, such as their GPS 

traces and the success ratio of completed task assignments, to 

profile volunteers and Smart City areas. These profiles allow 

selecting the best people to involve in the MCS process and to 

quantify the minimal number of people to contact, so to 

(probabilistically) obtain a certain number of data samples. That 

is also crucial to grant the scalability of the proposed MCS 

solution by dynamically identifying and activating only those 

data streams strictly needed to obtain sensing data of interest. 

These differentiated MCS strategies and policies, toward 

overall MCS optimization, are novel and very significant, 

especially if regarded as a real and seminal over-the-city MCS 

living lab experiment [29].  

 
Fig. 5. MCS process model and deployment over Smart Cities. 

 

Concerning technical challenges, much effort was also 

devoted to the design of the core sensing library, called MoST 

(Mobile Sensing Technology [34]), so to grant minimal 

intrusion and power consumption at the user smartphone, as 

confirmed by the satisfactory volunteers’ user experience.  

Last but not least, we underline the transnational breadth of 

the ParticipAct project [34]. In fact, ParticipAct, led by the 

University of Bologna, with significant contributions by New 

Jersey Institute of Technology, USA, and Universidade do 

Estado de Santa Catarina, Brazil, along with associated 

experimentations in Italy and the Americas, is one of the largest 

international living lab for active participation of citizens in 

collaborative tasks [29,35,36]. Fig. 6-(a) and Fig. 6-(b) show an 

example of results achievable with ParticipAct used to track 

citizen mobility patterns in Bologna (Italy) and Florianopolis 

(Brazil). 

a)  

b)  
Fig. 6. Mobility of citizens between points of interest automatically evaluated 

from mobility traces obtained through the ParticipAct app in (a) Bologna and 

(b) Florianopolis. The generated map allows a city administrator to observe 

how people move and commute throughout their daily routines, using colors to 

conveniently represent detected trajectories according to the period they fall 

into the day, and thickness to visualize the number of people commuting (the 

thicker the line the higher the number of people moving). 

D. Real-Time Analysis of Big Data in Cyber Security 

Real-time analysis of multimedia (MM) streams coming from 

sensors distributed in the environment for the security of 

citizens (e.g. automatic alerts generation caused by the presence 

of suspected people in public places such as airports, museums, 

and metro stations) is another topic for which a theoretical 

approach can be illustrated and compared with existing ones. 

Indeed, the huge amount of information produced by Smart 

Cities represents a formidable asset to face menaces to security, 

but is rarely exploited due to the lack of appropriate data 

management technology (and law-related aspects, which are 

deliberately disregarded in this paper) [37]. Big Data platforms 

provide opportunities for the management and analysis of large 

quantities of data; however, the services they provide are often 

too raw, since their focus is on issues of fault tolerance, 

increased parallelism, etc. In order to effectively use such 

architectures for advanced applications, an additional software 

layer is thus needed [38]. 

In this sub-Section we illustrate a framework for the real-time 

Data
Updating
profiles

Task

Profiles
Console
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analysis of massive MM streams, where data come from 

multiple data sources (such as sensors, cameras, etc.) that are 

widely located over the territory, with the final aim to discover 

new and hidden information from data sources output, as they 

occur, thus with very limited latency. Such huge amount of 

information can therefore be exploited in order to contribute to 

the monitoring of safety in Smart Cities (see the lower-left 

block in Fig. 2). 

We feel it worth illustrating RAM3S (Real-time Analysis of 

Massive MultiMedia Streams) i.e. a software framework for the 

automated real-time analysis of MM streams. RAM3S has been 

successfully applied [39,40] to the study of face detection for 

the automatic identification of “suspect” people: this can be 

useful, for example, in counter-terrorism, protection against 

espionage, intelligent control of the territory, or smart 

investigations. Although RAM3S has been instantiated for a 

very specific task, it is independent of the specific at hand, thus 

demonstrating its wide applicability. Other applications include 

the recognition of suspicious behavior or urban traffic control 

from videos, human actions or gesture, audio events. 

In Fig. 7 we show the general operation of a stream analysis 

system: data coming from the stream are “compared” with those 

stored in a knowledge base, which have been obtained from a 

previous training phase to represent interesting patterns to be 

searched in the data stream. Whenever the data in the stream are 

deemed relevant, for example, because they are sufficiently 

similar to one of the data stored in the knowledge base, this is 

signaled by the system (this might be used to raise an alarm or 

to feedback the system with appropriate instructions). 

 
Fig. 7. Analysis of data stream. 

 

Although the problem of stream analysis is not novel per se 

[41], its application in presence of several MM streams is 

questionable, due to the very nature of MM data, which are 

complex, heterogeneous, and of large size. This makes the 

analysis of MM streams computationally expensive, so that, 

when deployed on a single centralized system, computing 

power becomes a bottleneck. 

The “traditional” way to address such issues is exploiting 

faster, larger, better hardware, that is to scale up the underlying 

system. The shortcomings of this type of scalability are due to 

the inherent limitations of a single centralized computer 

(without mentioning costs). Another (orthogonal) possibility is 

to scale out the underlying system, by adding extra machines to 

share the computational burden. However, this introduces 

issues of distributing the complex computation among nodes, 

resource contention, etc., which should be solved to effectively 

scale out the system. 

To allow efficient analysis of massive MM streams, we 

advocate scaling out the underlying system by using platforms 

for Big Data management. The use of already established 

techniques for the analysis of Big Data has the clear advantage 

of making stream analysis techniques applicable in a distributed 

environment, shifting the focus away from low-level issues of 

fault tolerance, replication, data storage/transfer, etc. 

The RAM3S framework facilitates the implementation, on top 

of existing platforms for management of Big Data streams, of 

any data stream analysis technique working as in Fig. 7. In this 

way, researchers can avoid paying the additional cost of writing 

the ad-hoc software layer required for interfacing their 

technique to the underlying platform. The thesis we purport 

here is the following: by exploiting the RAM3S framework 

together with a platform for Big Data, any traditional 

(centralized) system for data stream analysis can be effectively 

scaled out with little effort. The use of the proposed framework 

can thus effectively allow the application to huge data volumes 

of algorithms for MM stream analysis, that were originally 

conceived for a centralized scenario only and whose extension 

to a distributed context is not immediate. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first attempt to tackle, from a general 

perspective, the analysis of massive multimedia streams. 

Our assumption is that the incoming MM stream can be 

represented as a sequence of individual MM objects 

(MMObjects): the analysis of each MMObject instance [42], 

continuously repeated over time produces the result. The goal 

of this reductionist approach is not to be an all-inclusive 

representation of MM stream analysis, but (1) to be general 

enough to encompass the vast majority of stream analysis 

algorithms and (2) to be simple enough in order to make 

interfacing with the underlying Big Data platform as easy as 

possible. 

Fig. 8 shows the results of an experiment performed on a 

cloud environment comparing the speedup obtained when using 

RAM3S on top of three different Big Data platforms, namely 

Spark, Storm, and Flink, when detecting faces of known people 

from several concurrent video streams, like those coming from 

cameras displaced on the territory.  The graphs show the 

speedup (computed as the ratio of sustainable input rate with n 

machines to sustainable input ratio with 1 machine) obtainable 

when increasing the number of machines n using above 

platforms: as proved by Fig. 8, we achieve almost linear 

scalability (ideal line) in all cases, which demonstrates the 

efficiency of the proposed approach. 

 
Fig. 8. Speedup on sustainable input rate as a function of the number of 

machines (n) in cloud environment (Adapted from [39]). 
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IV. SUSTAINABLE URBAN MOBILITY:  

RESEARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA 

A. Heterogeneous Network for Smart Navigation  

Different research activities were carried out by Wilab 

researchers in the field of vehicular mobility since the early 

European initiatives PROCOM [43] and DRIVE [44] (late ’80s) 

in the area of ICT for intelligent transportation systems. More 

recently, the Wilab team has been involved in several projects 

in the area of ICT for Smart Cities. In particular, we refer to 

ViCom (2002-2004), concerning immersive indoor navigation 

exploiting suitable localization systems, TRIP (2007-2009), 

aimed at providing the best combination of trains, buses and 

metros to get public transportation users to their destination, 

and PEGASUS (2009-2012), aimed at implementing an 

intelligent platform for e-services and smart navigation. In the 

framework of PEGASUS, a hybrid software-hardware platform 

was built by Octotelematics in cooperation with the University 

partners to exploit the information collected by sensing and 

transmitting units on board of vehicles. 

The following research areas were investigated through an 

integrated approach, which jointly considered all aspects 

affecting the service effectiveness (from the reliability of 

communications to the perceived quality of service): 

− ICT technologies for smart mobility [45,46]; 

− performance of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to- 

roadside (V2R) communications [47-49]; 

− virtual traffic lights for enhanced safety at road intersections 

[50]. 

Whenever possible, analytical investigations are pursued to 

fully model the phenomena of interest. However, the analytical 

approach is rarely feasible in Smart Cities scenarios, owing to 

the high complexity of technologies involved as well as the 

large number of aspects to be simultaneously considered 

(propagation conditions, data traffic characteristics, user 

behaviors, etc.). In most cases, therefore, the realization of 

testbeds and the implementation of software simulators [51, 52] 

are the only strategies to get an insight into such complex 

systems. Examples of both approaches are presented in the 

following, which are focused on communication infrastructures 

for vehicular mobility. They refer, therefore, to the 

Infrastructures box of Fig. 1 as well as to the simulation and test 

bed activities highlighted in Fig. 2. 

 

Simulative approach: Nowadays, an increasing number of 

vehicles traveling worldwide is equipped with on board units 

(OBUs), featuring sensors and wireless communication devices 

that periodically collect and transmit their position and speed. 

The same task is also accomplished by navigation applications 

running on modern smartphones.  

These raw data are transmitted through the cellular network 

to a remote-control center, which infers the travel time of each 

road segment traveled by equipped cars. Transmitting such 

information back to vehicles in real-time allows on-board 

navigators to dynamically choose the best route in order to 

reduce the traveling time. Data are thus exchanged through 

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications, being the 

cellular network the communication infrastructure. 

Since the number of vehicles equipped with OBUs is 

continuously and rapidly increasing, as well as the the number 

of smartphones running navigation applications, the burden for 

the cellular network is expected to dramatically increase, 

possibly leading to a degradation of the quality of service 

experienced by users, also including those not involved in 

vehicular-oriented services. 

These considerations motivated us to investigate this 

scenario, in order to assess both the benefits on the vehicular 

mobility and the critical aspects for the cellular network. This 

investigation required the realistic simulation of vehicles 

movements, as well as a complete simulation of the cellular 

network, both in the uplink and in the downlink.  

For this reason, a simulation platform [52] integrating the 

vehicular traffic simulator VISSIM [53] and the simulation 

platform for heterogeneous interworking networks (SHINE) 

[54] has been developed. The former reproduces the dynamic 

of vehicular mobility, taking into account its driving factors, 

such as road layouts, number of lanes, vehicles acceleration and 

decelerations, speed limits as well as the presence of traffic 

lights and one-way roads, whereas the latter is a wireless 

network simulator developed at Wilab, which takes into 

account the whole communication network architecture, from 

the application layer to the physical layer. The two simulators 

were jointly integrated to reproduce all aspects of the smart-

mobility scenario, thus providing a realistic insight into 

performance and critical aspects.  

We focused our attention, in particular, on short-range V2V 

and V2R communications based on the IEEE 802.11p 

technology, which could be used instead of cellular (i.e. V2I) 

communications [47] when transmitters and receivers are close 

enough. Our simulation tool was thus oriented to a scenario 

where low-cost roadside units (RSUs) are available (e.g., in 

correspondence of properly chosen light poles or traffic lights), 

which are equipped with IEEE 802.11p transceivers for V2R 

communications. V2V and V2R short range communications 

are exploited whenever possible to aggregate data collected by 

vehicles (V2V) and reach the RSUs (V2R), whereas V2I is used 

by each OBU to autonomously transmit collected data if short 

range communications are not available in time. Such a flexible 

solution is in accordance with the technological integration 

envisioned in 5G communication networks. 

The road-network layout of the reference scenario consisted 

of a portion (1.6 x 1.8 km2) of the medium sized Italian city of 

Bologna with eight possible locations for the RSUs, as depicted 

in Fig. 9. In all cases, RSUs were placed at intersections for 

better coverage and to take advantage of the power supply 

already available for traffic lights. 
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Fig. 9. RSU locations in the considered scenario (adapted from [49]). 

 

Simulation results show that even a scarcely dense 

deployment of RSUs leads to a significant reduction of cellular 

resource occupation, approaching 100% with a high density of 

V2V and V2R enabled vehicles [49]. In particular, having 

denoted with DR the amount of cellular resources that can be 

saved through the use of short range transmissions and with dtx 

the maximum transmission range, Fig. 10 shows DR as a 

function of dtx under normal traffic conditions (corresponding 

150 vehicles/km2), varying the fraction δ of vehicles equipped 

with OBUs and the number of RSUs deployed in the reference 

area. Results show that the use of V2V and V2R is very 

effective, even when a single RSU (RSU A) is properly 

positioned in a large area. In particular, Fig. 10 shows that when 

all the RSUs are deployed, with dtx ≥ 200 m, DR approaches the 

100% when δ = 1 or δ = 0.5, exceeding the 90% even with δ = 

0.1. If a single RSU is deployed, similar results are possible 

only with a higher OBU density (δ = 0.5 or 1); nonetheless, even 

with a single RSU and δ = 0.1, DR is still significant (from 20% 

to 50%). 

 

V2V and V2R testbed: An experimental test-bed, carried out 

by means of real OBUs hosting the IEEE 802.11p technology, 

was also developed. Fig. 11 shows the equipment used on board 

of each vehicle. It included, in particular: 

 

 
Fig. 10. Delivery rate DR versus transmission range dtx, assuming eight RSUs 

or a single RSU, and a percentage of vehicles equipped with the OBU δ equal 

to 0.1, 0.5, or 1 (adapted from [49]). 

 

 
Fig. 11. Testbed equipment. 
 

− an Alix3d3 board produced by PC Engines with a compact 

flash memory and a Mikrotik RouterBOARD R52-350 

(which was provided with an Atheros AR5414 chipset); 

− an antenna connected to the RouterBOARD. 

− a laptop connected to the Alix3d3 board through an Ethernet 

link; 

− a  GPS device connected to the Alix3d3 board; 

The linux based OpenWrt operating system was running on 

the Alix3d3 board. To enable the use of IEEE 802.11p, the open 

source software provided by the Grand Cooperative Driving 

Challenge (GCDC) was used. 

A transmission power of 20 dBm was adopted in the 5.89 GHz 

band. By considering an antenna gain of 4 dB and the actual 

implementation losses of 10.5 dB, the real EIRP was limited to 

13.5 dBm, a value that is significantly lower than the limits 

given for this application (33 dBm in Europe and even more 

elsewhere).  

Two cars were equipped with such devices, denoted nodes in 

the following, and an experimental campaign was carried out in 

urban scenarios. In order to investigate the packet error rate 

(PER) each node transmitted broadcast messages (20 packets 

per second), and the number of missed or wrong packets was 

counted at the receiver side in a time intervals of 10 seconds. 

One of the most relevant experiments concerned two cars 

randomly moving in an urban area affected by the daily traffic, 

with some non-line-of-sight conditions. Results are 

summarized in Fig. 12, where the PER is shown as a function 
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of the average distance between the cars. Circles, pluses and 

asterisks are used to denote the cases of line-of-sight, other 

vehicles between the testing cars, and buildings and/or trees 

between the testing cars, respectively.   

Results show that for distances lower than 100m the reliability 

of the connection could be satisfactory. For larger distances, 

instead, the presence of other vehicles obstructing the direct 

link is the most frequent event, which leads to a degradation of 

the communication link. It is worth observing, however, that the 

detrimental impact of such phenomenon can be significantly 

mitigated allowing each vehicle to act as a relay of received 

packets, so as to establish multi-hop communications. Further 

details on other lessons learned through the measurement 

campaign can be found in [49], which also originated new 

research fields [55, 56]. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Scenario with two cars moving randomly in an urban area. PER versus 

the average distance between the cars. 

 

B. E-mobility and Smart Grid  

Mobility-wise Smart Cities must get ready for the transition 

to electric mobility. While most manufacturers are in the 

conditions of bringing plug-in Electric Vehicles (EVs) to the 

market, the planning and deployment of recharging 

infrastructures, able to meet users requirements and preserve (or 

improve) the grid power quality, is still an issue. This research 

topic is extremely interdisciplinary as it involves grid analysis, 

traffic analysis and pre-deployment service simulation. The 

relevant literature is large and encompasses problems of 

planning, operation and control, in some cases taking also into 

account interactions with the electricity market. For example 

[57] presents a technical management and market operation 

framework for EV integration into electric power systems. An 

integrated analysis tool that combines vehicle energy demand 

simulations, a transportation simulation and a power system 

model combined with a charging control algorithm is presented 

in [58]. In [59], a Multi Agent System (MAS) for the 

decentralized EV charging control in a hierarchical 

management structure is proposed. A recent mixed integer 

convex programming model is proposed in [60] for the solution 

of the coupled expansion planning problem for both the 

electrified transportation network (charging stations and roads) 

and the power distribution network. Several other different 

approaches are proposed in the references therein the papers 

already mentioned. 

To address this topic at the Analysis, Simulation and Control 

level referred to in Fig. 2, this Section is devoted to the traffic-

grid-communication co-simulation platform described in [61] 

that has been used for the analysis of a district of the city of 

Bologna. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first triple co-

simulation platform presented in the open literature.  

Fig. 13 shows the main components of the co-simulation 

platform that integrates i) a mobility simulator suitably adapted 

to take into account also the use of electric vehicles (EVs) [62], 

ii) a dynamic simulator of the power distribution network and 

iii) a realistic communication network simulator specific for a 

shared Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) 

network. The urban traffic is modeled using the discrete event-

based open source framework for vehicular network 

simulations VeinS, extended with the models of EVs and 

charging stations (including the management of the EVs 

queues); the power distribution network is modeled in the time 

domain EMTP-RV simulation environment; the simulator of 

the UMTS mobile communication network is based on the 

Riverbed Modeler Wireless suite. The interface between the 

different simulators and the data integration is realized in a very 

flexible way via a Semantic Information Broker (SIB), i.e. a 

semantic middleware originated by the European Project 

SOFIA [63] and improved during the subsequent project related 

to electric mobility Internet of Energy (IOE) [62]. 

This platform represents a powerful tool for assessing the 

effects of the transients caused by the concurrent charging of 

many electric vehicles on the operating conditions of the MV 

network and designing countermeasures against the overload of 

the power network components. As an example, [61,64] present 

the analysis of a MAS composed, on the one hand, by the 

intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) installed both at the 

HV/MV substation and near those critical branches of the 

network that may be overloaded due to EVs charging and, on the 

other hand, by the control units, connected to the communication 

network, each associated to the cluster of EV supply equipments 

(EVSEs) of a parking lot. When an IED detects an overcurrent 

condition (in general undervoltage conditions are quite rare in 

urban MV power networks), it starts to send appropriate 

congestion indexes to the control units of the EVSE clusters 

connected to a downstream bus so to reduce the maximum 

available power for the EVs charging and to counteract the 

congestion. Each control unit communicates also with each 

single EVSE of the parking lot in order to allocate among the 

various charging EVs the maximum power that can be absorbed 

from the MV network taking into account the EVs specific 

charging characteristics and requirements. The co-simulation 

platform allows also for the assessment of the influence of the 

loss of information (represented by the block error rate) and the 

latency caused by background traffic in the communication links 

on the performances of the MAS (see [61,64] for some results 

relevant to the city of Bologna, Italy, and related discussion). 
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Moreover, the platform calculates the daily power flows in 

the network taking into account the effects of the charging 

processes as a function of the expected percentage of electric 

vehicles in the urban traffic flow.  

 
Fig. 13 – Block scheme of the co-simulation tool for traffic and power grid 
simulator enabling the assessment of e-mobility impact on the grid. The dash 

Semantic Information Broker (SIB) stores EV data and the city SIB stores 

reservation related information (adapted from [61]) 

In order to provide an illustrative application of this last-

mentioned feature, Fig. 14 shows the locations of parking lots 

with EVSEs in Bologna. We focus here on two 15 kV feeders 

fed by 132/15 kV substation SB_A (indicated in red in Fig. 14). 

To these feeders, the EVSE clusters of four parking lots are 

connected (EVSE_1 and EVSE_2 to feeder 1, EVSE_3 and 

EVSE_4 to feeder 2 respectively). Each cluster is composed by 

ten 50-kW charging units. Each of the feeders is equipped with 

an automatic control system that can reduce the charging power 

of each EVSE cluster to avoid network congestions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. Top view of the map of Bologna with the indication of parking lots with 

charging stations (red dots), of HV/MV substations (blue rectangles), the 
analyzed two 15 kV feeders and the model of the UMTS communication 

network (dotted black lines represent wireless channels, solid black lines 

represent wired channel). The green circle indicates the estimated coverage areas 
of the Node B antenna (adapted from [61]). 

 
 

a) 

   
b) 

Fig. 15 – Number of the recharging vehicles and power consumptions of EVSE 
in the 24 hours: a) feeder 1; b) feeder 2 

 

In the mobility simulator, a scenario of 10,000 different 

routes generated according a predefined traffic rate is 

considered. The simulation of the power network considers also 

the presence of the usual average electric load profile that 

includes also residential uncontrolled EV charging. Additional 

details are reported in [61]. Fig. 15 shows the number of EVs 

connected to the EVSE clusters of both feeder 1 and feeder 2, 

for two different percentages of plug-in EVs in the traffic flow 

(namely, 5% and 10%). Further, Fig. 15 shows the maximum 

power available at each EVSE during the day. In all the periods 

when the maximum power is lower than 50 kW, the already 

described MAS reduces the maximum power available for the 

EVs charging in order to counteract congestions in the power 

feeder. It can be observed that the parking lots supplied by feeder 

1 tend to be less preferred by drivers compared those supplied 

by feeder 2, due to the parking lot closeness to the avenues 

surrounding the downtown Bologna area. Whilst in the morning, 

e.g. around 8 AM, the distribution grid succeeds to handle the 

charging demand, in the evening the maximum power available 

for each EVSE is significantly reduced. 
  

As a complement to the co-simulation platform, a set of route 

planner and recharging reservation services, hosted by the 

semantic platform integrated with the co-simulation platform, 

have been also developed in order to investigate and overcome 

some of the current well-known obstacles to the eMobility 

penetration, such as range anxiety and recharging time [64,65]. 

Procedures for the participation of aggregators of EV charging 

stations in the electricity market have been deliberately 

disregarded so far: the developed simulator can be however 
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successfully used also for the analysis of the interface with the 

electricity market environment. 

The above contribution is the outcome of multiannual 

incremental research with the cooperation of academic 

institutions and complementary industrial stakeholders like 

electricity distribution companies (ENEL), infrastructure and 

platform specialists (NOKIA Research Center, SIEMENS 

Research and Indra), car manufacturers research labs (CRF) and 

semiconductor companies (STMicroelectronics and Infineon) 

under the umbrella of the European Research agenda.    

V. SUSTAINABLE DISTRICTS AND URBAN ENVIRONMENTS: 

RESEARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA 

A. Historic Masonry Building and Environmental Actions  

Historic masonry buildings, trademark of many cities and 

villages, will only survive if preserved as living places. Hence, 

a deep understanding of their deterioration processes caused by 

the environment is fundamental to effectively preserve them. 

To gain information about such deterioration processes, 

continuous monitoring systems involving ICT are often used. 

However, most of the times, the installed sensors acquire 

climate parameters and the data analysis is performed just via 

basic models, so that the real effect of environmental actions on 

the structure is unaccounted for. Indeed, environmental actions, 

such as heat, moisture and salt transport combined with salt 

crystallization strongly influence the durability of historic 

building materials. In particular, salt crystallization is one of the 

major elements contributing to the environmental degradation 

of historic masonry and its importance is expected to increase 

due to the global climate change and pollution.  

Although there is a vast literature on modeling and 

simulation of environmental degradation of porous building 

materials (see for example [66-68]), there is still need for a 

comprehensive and robust numerical framework for simulation 

and analysis of historic masonry buildings under combined 

mechanical and environmental actions at the engineering scale.  

With reference to Fig. 1, we are here focusing the attention 

on the Process area where monitored data are processed through 

advanced simulation tools (Simulation phase in Fig. 2) aiming 

at predicting the deterioration of the buildings, fundamental step 

to provide appropriate preventive actions.  

In this context, a novel coupled multiphase model for 

Hygro-Thermal-Chemical (HTC) analysis of masonry 

structures has been developed [69-71]. In the model, thermal 

effects are fully considered and a suitable modeling of the 

crystallization/dissolution and hydration/dehydration processes 

allows considering salts with hydrous and anhydrous crystals. 

The HTC model validation has been performed by successfully 

simulating the results of an extensive experimental campaign 

involving both lab experiments on drying sandstone samples 

and fired-clay brick masonry walls exposed to weather 

conditions, see Fig. 16. In addition to this, in order to effectively 

predict the risk of mechanical damage, a numerical 

homogenization procedure has been developed [70]. Such a 

procedure is based on the real 3D micro geometry of the porous 

material coming from X-ray Micro Computed Tomography 

images: starting from the HTC model results, it allows 

evaluating the mechanical effects of salt crystallization 

occurring at the macro-scale. Finally, in the same framework 

and with the aim of understanding the effects of deterioration 

processes caused by the environment at the scale of the 

building, a numerical multi-scale approach able to simulate the 

response of large-scale masonry walls has been developed [71]. 

Two scales of representation, sketched in Fig. 17, are 

considered within an iterative solver: a discrete model 

accounting for brick-by-brick interaction (local scale) and a 

finite element mesh (global scale) where each element accounts 

for the response of a generic pattern of bricks. 

By taking into account the coupled HTC effects together 

with a new numerical homogenization procedure for the 

evaluation of the mechanical effects of salt crystallization and 

the multi-scale framework, new predictive tools were 

developed that pave the way for an effective analysis of historic 

buildings subjected to environmental actions. These tools could 

be used by conservation professionals not only to assess the 

current status of a given structure, but also to predict future 

scenarios, thus opening new opportunities for cultural-heritage 

smart-management.  

It is worth noting that often, due to the absence of detailed 

information concerning the historic building, assumptions in 

the computational model are needed. In order to overcome the 

uncertainties deriving from that, the integration of sensor data 

from appropriate smart monitoring systems involving ICT into 

the computational model are worth of further investigation. 

These activities were carried out within the international 

research projects SMooHS [72] for the smart monitoring of 

historic structures, KISADAMA [73] aimed at developing an 

integrated approach for modeling and analysis of the 

environmental decay of historic masonry structures, and 

3ENCULT [74] aimed at linking conservation of historic 

buildings and climate protection. These research projects are 

highly interdisciplinary and involve universities, 

conservation/technical experts, industry partners, and local 

public bodies. More details about the projects, the partners 

involved and their roles can be found in [72-74]. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Salt loaded masonry wall after 1 month: comparison between the 

experimental campaign and the simulated water saturation degree (adapted 

from [68]). 
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Fig. 17. Sketch of the multi-scale approach for the analysis of large-scale 

masonry walls (adapted from [71]). 

 

B. SMART WATERTECH - Smart Community for the 

Development and the Application of Monitoring Technologies 

and Control Systems applied to Integrated Water Service 

With the adoption of Directive 2000/60/EC (WFD), the 

implementation of adequate water management solutions is 

increasingly perceived as an absolute priority in Europe, with 

the aim to counteract the constantly increasing water demand 

and the need for environmental protection [75-77]. 

As a matter of fact, the origin of the SMART WATERTECH3 

project comes from the awareness that the growing need of 

water, imposed by the improvement of living conditions, 

agricultural development and industrialization, is increasingly 

difficult to satisfy with the current water resources [78]. 

Furthermore, the already critical situation today is likely to 

deteriorate as a result of climatic change: the predictions of 

climate scientists, in fact, indicate for the Mediterranean area 

forthcoming conditions of greater aridity and more irregular 

precipitation [79]. Within this context, the project is aimed at 

the identification of tools and strategies that enable not only to 

maintain an adequate level of security of water supply and 

service for drinking, irrigation and industrial uses, but also an 

efficient and economical monitoring of water systems, with 

specific reference also to the treatment of water and wastewater 

[80-85]. 

With reference to the Smart City functional planning and 

operation scheme depicted in Fig. 2, SMART WATERTECH 

project considers innovative measures and tools that can be 

used both in the monitoring phase and in planning and operation 

activities. To pursue these objectives, the project develops new 

sensors and systems characterized by low costs and high 

reliability (based on radar and optoelectronic technology) and 

integrated systems for the collection and presentation of data 

(e.g., Decision Support Systems for planning and optimization 

of network parameters, algorithms for the pre-localization of 

water losses, data fusion algorithms for the integration of 

distributed optical sensors and Ground Penetrating Radar - 

GPR-  for high resolution monitoring). 

Referring to the three pillars highlighted in Fig. 18 (i.e., water 

 
3 Smart Community for the Development and the Application of Monitoring 

Technologies and Control Systems applied to Integrated Water Service 

supply, sewer and irrigation systems) the above technologies, 

algorithms and procedures are optimized for the achievement 

of the following objectives:  

− pervasive monitoring of water consumption in water systems 

and water losses detection; the implementation of an AMR 

(automatic meter reading) network enables to obtain a 

detailed knowledge of consumption, detect anomalies and 

generate alarms, develop advanced models for the simulation 

of water balances and predictive consumption models and 

optimal management of water distribution networks. 

Depending on the technology applied and finalities pursued 

AMR can provide (near) real time information offering new 

monitoring opportunities for both water suppliers and users 

[84]. 

− Water quality and quantity monitoring; the development of 

an efficient quali-quantitative monitoring network of water 

supply system allows, through integration with 

climatological and hydrological information, to archive the 

data relating to the various parameters and provide input 

elements for a planning and management model of water 

resources, able to generate scenarios and strategies for 

interventions at different time scales (short and medium / 

long term). 

− Precision farming; the technology of wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs) enables large-scale monitoring of the 

physical parameters that administrate agricultural production 

processes, thus supporting precision irrigation techniques, 

services for environment preservation and pollutant 

monitoring. 

The available scientific literature reports several applications 

of Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) to both urban water 

supplies and irrigation systems. For instance, AMR techniques 

have been widely applied for the detection of water losses in 

urban water distribution (e.g. [80], [81]), for the reduction of 

household water use (e.g. [78,82]) and for the optimization of 

network operation (e.g. [81,83,85]). However, the Smart 

Watertech project represents a first attempt to take advantage of 

AMR in order to integrate the manifold issues of water service 

in a comprehensive and holistic perspective, which envisions 

the different and frequently competitive water uses of a Smart 

Community as components of a unitary framework. In this 

view, the project identifies strategies to preserve a satisfactory 

level of security of water supply and service for drinking, 

irrigation and industrial use, while protecting the quality of 

water bodies. 

This project involves 16 different partners (Universities, 

Water Utilities, Temporary Association of Companies and 

National Research Council). It represents a first attempt to 

systematize and apply knowledge, experience and 

technological solutions to some cases well away from the 

problems of water management. This is accomplished through 

a multiple-use approach to water, in order to achieve a higher 

level of added value in terms of economic, social and 

environmental sustainability. 
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Fig. 18. Contexts and finalities of the SMART WATERTECH project 

 

C. The intelligent pole network within the Fondazione Alma 

Mater and successive Smart City implementation  

In the framework of the PEGASUS project (2009-2012) [86], 

funded by the Italian Ministry for Economic Development, the 

research group at the Wireless Communication Laboratory 

(Wilab-University of Bologna) realized a smart-lighting testbed 

at the premises of Fondazione Alma Mater, where a network of 

smart, remotely controlled, light poles was deployed, also 

capable of providing additional services in the Smart City 

perspective. This activity, aimed at showing the feasibility of a 

smart-lighting infrastructure based on wireless communication 

technologies, refers to the Infrastructures box of Fig. 1 as well 

as to the test bed phase highlighted in Fig. 2. 

In particular, eight LED light poles, located in the park of the 

historic building Villa Gandolfi Pallavicini (Bologna), shown in 

Fig. 19, have been equipped with IEEE 802.15.4 short-range 

communication interfaces [87], which established a wireless 

mesh network among them. One of the poles was also capable 

of long-range communications through a cellular interface, to 

allow proper connection with a remote-control center. Full 

wireless control overcame the need for a fixed communication 

infrastructure, allowing the remote dimming of each light fixture 

independently of the others as well as the monitoring of their 

operating conditions through individual telemetering (e.g., 

power consumption and temperature) and telediagnostic. All the 

poles also provided Wi-Fi coverage to nearby users, thus 

enabling Internet connectivity, infotainment and tourist- 

oriented services.  

The testbed was highly innovative with respect to the state of 

the art of smart-lighting infrastructures based on power-line 

communications (PLCs) [88]. The power-line technology for 

light poles networking is critical, for two main reasons: 

− The presence of grid-generated disturbances, which could 

deeply affect the communication reliability and the 

maximum obtainable bit rate. In particular, PLCs are very 

vulnerable to switching power sources and relays, as well as 

induction motors.  

− The presence of transformers between the medium-voltage 

and low-voltage grids. Here, an additional PLC equipment 

could be required in order to allow the PLC signals 

traversing the transformers. 

Wireless technologies completely overcome such issues, as 

the communication and electrical power infrastructures are 

completely decoupled. 

 

 
Fig. 19: Smart City testbed at Fondazione Alma Mater (2012). 
  

 

The deep expertise gained from the deployment and 

management of such testbed led to the creation of a start-up, 

Wi4B, which is now technological partner of some of the most 

important players in the smart-city scenario, and to a large-scale 

implementation of the smart lighting technology in the Italian 

city of Montechiarugolo. Here, the whole public lighting 

infrastructure, about 3000 luminaries in a 211 square kilometers 

area, has been enhanced so as to accommodate LED lamps, 

along with the circuitry for their dimming, and IEEE 802.15.4 

communication interfaces, which operate in the 2.4 GHz band 

with a transmission power of 20 dBm. More, the intelligent poles 

are envisaged to host the future 5G base stations in the context 

of a dense, urban, mobile radio network.  

Thanks to the wireless network, the light intensity of each 

street lamp can be remotely controlled and programmed by 

means of the fully integrated wireless network, thus obtaining 

high efficiency in the service provision and real-time fault 

detection.   

The combined effect of LED lamps and wireless network 

control led to a significant energy consumption reduction, up to 

-76% in a year (2014). However, the benefits of such technology 

are not limited to economic aspects. A relevant consequent 

effect is the availability of a capillary wireless network, which 

reaches every location where a smart light pole is present.  This 

enables the collection of data and the provision of new services, 

concerning, for instance waste management, air quality 

monitoring, vehicular traffic monitoring and structural health 

monitoring. 

Apart from technical aspects, mainly concerning the 

networking and management of thousands of streetlights, the 

most important lesson learned from the above-described activity 

is that large-scale implementations of smart lighting 

infrastructures based on wireless communication technologies 

are not only feasible but also highly advisable, as they allow easy 

deployments, significant money savings and provide the 

backbone for further smart services. 
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D. Smart and Sustainable Approach for Optimization 

/Renovation of the Built Environment 

The development and the adoption of systematic assessment 

strategies and criteria, able to predict or address the main 

impacts of the interventions at district scale (performance 

efficiency, urban quality and environmental sustainability) 

(Fig. 20) is a great challenge. Recently, particular attention has 

been devoted by the Operations Research group of the 

University of Bologna to the development of quantitative 

optimization methodologies (see e.g., [89, 90]). A quick and 

effective detection of the propensity of each element composing 

the district (from buildings to grids) to be improved can allow 

scheduling the envisaged actions (Fig. 1 – Processes), being 

aware of the potential consequent impacts in terms of energy 

efficiency, costs and achievable comfort level. To measure the 

“propensity of improvement factor” a conceptual framework 

has been developed through the definition scenario modeling 

(Fig. 20) based on indicators, which take into consideration 

technical, financial and social aspects: energy demand 

reduction and more efficient energy systems, resource 

availability, cost-reduction for intervention and maintenance, 

integration, regulations, social impacts, etc.  
  

 
Fig. 20. Energy demand reduction. Scenario modeling.  

 

The activity of RIGERS project4 [91] (led by ICIE5, with 

participation of the University of Bologna), based on the 

integrated design strategy (Fig. 21) develops an integrated 

system to regenerate buildings and optimally design grids with 

a multi-objective approach (energy, environmental, functional, 

seismic) that uses ICT as an instrument to provide a response to 

the city’s tangible needs [92]. Different disciplines are involved 

in this project (technology for architecture, physics, ICT, 

finance, civil engineering, electrical engineering, etc.) with the 

aim of facing an ambitious challenge: increasing the well-being 

and quality of life of citizens according to the Smart City 

paradigm (Fig. 1). The Interoperable Cooperative Platform for 

the Sustainable City implementation can effectively acquire, 

contain and manage data regarding the consistence, function 

and consumption of buildings (aggregated users) and grids, 

 
4 “City Regeneration: Smart Buildings and Grids” - National Smart Cities 

Call – Industrial research, experimental development and training project, 

funded by the European structural funds - National Operative Programme 
(PON) Research and competitiveness. 

capable of cooperating – through appropriate adapters – with 

other urban IT systems already being used by the various public 

administrations.  
The scientific problem addressed by this project is very 

broad and covers the energy efficiency and security of 

buildings, industries and networks from an environmental 

sustainability point of view. With reference to the state of the 

art, its resolution includes the need to innovate a significant 

number of research fields including those that give particular 

importance to sustainable energy systems, seismic safety, new 

sustainable technologies, decision-making support systems and 

semantic interoperability.  

The decision-making support system is based on a multi-

criteria analysis of different data sets following the integrated 

design approach (Fig. 21) [93]. Such an approach is aimed at 

identifying resilient scenario for urbanization renovation of 

existing buildings and districts, as well as at framing effective 

refurbishment design criteria at district scale, based on a LCA 

(Life Cycle Assessment) vision [94].  It also combines high 

performance in energy efficiency and sustainable solutions and 

technologies with customer-oriented strategies in order to 

ensure the gains completely fit with the users’ expectations and 

requirements.  
 

 
Fig. 21. Integrated design steps and matrix definition  

 

The implementation of energy-efficiency improvements in 

all key-sectors requires the support and participation of the final 

energy consumer [95]. Behavior and local cultural factors can 

drive basic energy-use practices: end-users’ involvement is 

based on the consumers’ knowledge on energy issues and on 

their awareness on the possible energy efficiency improvement 

and their understanding of the costs and benefits involved in the 

different options.  

There is a close relationship between behaviors and 

infrastructure [95]: energy infrastructure (e.g. smart grids, 

heating systems, roads and vehicles) plays a very active role in 

what people consider 'a normal way of life', but the interaction 

with new energy technologies is far from straightforward. The 

possible solutions consist in a combination of technical and 

social measures, through the adoption of user-friendly energy 

5 ICIE stands for the Italian translation of Cooperative Institute for 

Innovation, Applied Research and Technology Transfer. 
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efficiency systems that could facilitate the use by tenants and 

increase their environmental and energy awareness.  

The introduction of public participation strategies and user’s 

awareness in the design process, as well as of design tools and 

support measure for users so to improve a better relationship 

between user and technological system, can support more 

functional and contextualized choices about the technologies 

employed (Fig. 2). This integrated approach supports energy 

access strategies in the residential sector, and especially in 

Social Housing, which require an effective use of energy with 

the minimum purpose of economic resources, but also in some 

particular contexts, such as historic city centers in which 

technological integration and users’ engagement in the 

regeneration process is fundamental. 

The participation strategy to boost users’ awareness is the 

focus of the on-going ROCK project, as a driver of sustainable 

growth – 2017-2020, led by Municipality of Bologna with the 

strong support of the University of Bologna, core-partner of the 

consortium [96]. Historic city centers are considered as 

extraordinary laboratories to demonstrate how Cultural 

Heritage (CH) can represent a unique and powerful engine of 

regeneration, sustainable development and economic growth 

for the whole city.  ROCK develops and applies an innovative 

circular systemic approach to connect different actors, sites of 

CH value and systems, at the European level as well as at a local 

one. It is based on a circular model approach in which a multiple 

innovation process (technical+organizational+institutional 

solution and changes) is capable to transform underused CH 

into new resource for the city as a whole, accelerating transition 

towards sustainable city growth. 

By means of innovative site-data collection, mentoring, 

integration of smart technologies in historic context [97], 

ROCK is going to produce an appealing narrative of a novel 

model for CH-driven and green-oriented city-center growth. At 

local level, this is expected to increase sense of ownership in 

the process of heritage adaptive reuse and promotion, with an 

inclusive approach for the well-being of all communities.  

  

VI. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

There is general consensus that the Smart City paradigm 

represents the most promising approach to tackle the challenges 

posed by modern urban areas, whose population is expected to 

double by 2050. On the other hand, rigorously speaking, there 

is no single generally acceptable definition for a Smart City. All 

the available ones have however one feature in common: the 

multidimensional and multidisciplinary nature of what a Smart 

City represents.  

This paper was aimed at supporting such a concept by making 

reference to some major research projects carried out by the 

Authors at the University of Bologna, in most cases within the 

framework of EU research programs, thanks to cooperation of 

a number of major players, other universities/institutions, the 

Bologna Municipality, the Emilia Romagna Region, and a few 

SMEs. To accomplish that, we have made reference to a vision 

of the Smart City paradigm restrained to the 

Engineering/Computer Science area with the help of a 

functional diagram of the Planning and Operation of Smart City 

processes as a function of citizens’ active participation.  

Three main areas of research activity are identified in line 

with the Smart City EU vision: i) Integrated infrastructures and 

processes, ii) Sustainable urban mobility, and iii) Sustainable 

districts and urban environments. 

All the research projects described in the paper support the 

concept that effective implementation of the Smart City 

paradigm requires multi-disciplinary efforts. The number of 

disciplines involved can vary from case to case, as well as the 

nature of the models and algorithms used; this applies also to 

the data processing and optimization techniques, as it can be 

inferred by the illustrated matter. 

The following three main lessons learned can be identified 

thanks to the activity carried out. 

1. Few research areas other than Smart Cities require a 

close, frequent cooperation among researchers with 

different, complementary interests. The case of e-

mobility, just to name one of the most significant 

examples provided in the paper, calls for technical skills 

in the areas of ICT systems, electric power 

networks/smart grids, electric vehicles, storage systems, 

and computer co-simulation tools for the integrated 

representation of systems belongings to heterogeneous 

domains. 

2. Academics with different scientific background not only 

need to cooperate with each other and with industrial 

players more than for any other technical challenge, but 

they also need to interact and cooperate with local 

municipality governances and regional communities. 

3. Although deliberately disregarded in this paper focused 

on technical issues, the development of relevant 

standards and business models is of utmost importance.  
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